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It's Flash no more at Douglas College when the activity 
room closes forever to make way for more classrooms. Five 
students had jobs working in the games room. 
The Yeti Report 
The first "Yeti" ski trip of 
the year was a "crashing" 
success . 
Participants reported clear 
sunny skies and short lift 
lines on the Dec. 1st. trip to 
Blackcomb mountain . 
The 47 -passenger bus was 
filled to capacity due to 
$17.00 group rates on lift 
tickets and an inexpensive 
$5.00 fee for transportation. 
Revelry was rampant on the 
day long trip with one "Yeti" 
having to be taken down the 
mountain by the ski patrol, 
due to inebriation. 
The next "Yeti" excursion 
is scheduled for Jan . 24-26 in 
the new year. 
The fee is $85.00 which 
includes 2 days accommoda-
tion and lift tickets, plus 
transportation . Deadline for 
full payment is Dec. 13th. For 
more information contact Paul 
Ehni Jr . at 939-6173. 
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An administration ordered 
closure of the Douglas stu-
ent society activity room on 
January 24, 1986 will cause 
the loss of five student jobs 
and end change and photo-
copier services. 
"Bill Morfey informed me 
that by the end of 1986 the 
activity room had to be totally 
empty in preparation for a 
class, no ifs, ands, or butts," 
said Merrilyn Houlihan, bus-
iness manager for the student 
society. 
"I don't know what we;re 
going to do with all the 
equipment down there," she 
said, adding "it's going to 
make it more difficult here." 
College bursar Bill Morfey 
said "Its with a great deal of 
reluctance but we have a need 
for additional space." 
"I don't like the idea of 
cutting student jobs, but 
which is more important, stu-
dent jobs or education?" He 
added, "It's unfair to put the 
college in the place of the 
heavy .'' 
Morfey said that the act-
ivity room arrangement was 
on a temporary basis and 
added " I' ve been telling them 
for years to buy their own 
property and build their own 
building." . 
Terry Leonard,acting director 
of facilities and services con-
firmed the need for the room 
saying "I've got to find nine 
rooms for January." He listed 
faculty offices, a word-pro-
cessing lab, a Basic Occupa-
tional Education classroom 
amongst others as potential 
tenants. "We've got to find 
room for 150 Psych nurses 
from B. C I. T. , " Leonard 
added . 
Student society president 
Michael Glavin has started 
a petition opposing the ad-
ministration move. " It was the 
natural thing to do," he said . 
"I will try to see to it that we 
don' t loose the activity room 
altogether," said Glavin but 
he admitted "its not a totally 
neccesary thing ." 
Activity room employee 
Paul Ehni said "it really 
pisses me off because we're 
providing an excellent place 
for the students to relax 
between classes. It also helps 
a few students make a living 
and eat." 
The lower level activity 
room is deficit-run by the 
student society and employs 5 
students at $5.00 /hour at an 
average of 8 hours a week. 
Glavin resigns 
Student society president 
Michael Glavin recently an-
nounced his resignation, in a 
polite letter, but the letter 
and a subsequent interview 
did not match in emotion . 
His resignation notice, 
effective Dec. 31st. 1985, 
claimed "extensive considera-
tion" and concluded that his 
"continuation in the office 
will benefit neither the stu-
dents not myself." In conclu-
sion he claimed to have 
"enjoyed serving as presi-
dent," and offered his "suc-
cessor the best for the 
future." 
However when interviewed 
Glavin revealed his disap-
pointment and the "underly-
ing reasons" for his resigna-
tion. 
"It's really frustrating be-
ing almost the only person to 
have sufficient commitment to 
do anything. Many people 
who could have contributed 
lack experience and many 
who have sufficient exper-
ience don't have the motiva-
tion" he exclaimed. 
Glavin is critical of the 
student population . "If the 
student population wanted me 
to do a job, they should have 
been there to help," he said 
sharply. "It's really frustrat-
ing." 
Glavin speculated on stu-
dent apathy saying, "I sup-
pose there's a level that even 
a clam gets angry . There's a 
--------~----~~. 
From Glavin Gate to Glavin Gone 
point at which the squeezing 
is going to get everybody. I 
was wrong about the level of 
punishment these students 
are willing to take." 
He denied that he should 
have anticipated on-going 
apathy. "That word again," 
Glavin groaned . "I assumed 
that there would be some 
students who wouldn't suc-
cumb to that or recognize it 
themselves ." He defended 
his assumption, saying "those 
people are out there." 
"I'm not doing what I went 
there to do so why continue 
the pretense? It's not for lack 
of trying, but for lack of 
help," he said. 
"It's interesting that those 
people most interested in stu-
dent politics and most con-
cerned that students recieve 
their rights are not students at 
all, but members of the fac-
ulty and administration ." he 
said. 
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"From what I understand 
Nelson Mandella is still in 
prison," laughed Glavin a-
bout his choice for a succes-
sor but he added, " There are 
many people I've been in 
contact with who have indi-
cated an interest in a person 
for whom I have no respect 
whats~ver, as I don ' t think 
the position of president 
should be used as a spring-
board for someone' s personal 
agenda.'' 
wishes sr,9 
He claims credit for student 
society credibility with the 
administration, but added "I 
didn't give the student society 
any credibility with the stu-
dents ." _ · 
;'Mussolini got the trains 
running on time-1 got the pub 
nights back," Glavin said of 
his accomplishments. 
"But seriously, my best 
intentions were frustrated and 
I wasn't permitted to do 
anything that I could have 
been proud of,'' he said . 
can, 
You 
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Glavin intends to "study, 
study, and study some more'' 
in the next semester, and 
perhaps sit on some student 
society committees as a pri-
vate student. " If they let me" 
he added . 
He also announced up-
coming marriage plans to 
fiancee Dee Dee Taylor. 
Taylor is currently a repre-
sentative on the Student 
senate. Congratulations are in 
order. 
from 
activity 
Other Press Mask Dance 
Wear a mask and get weird anonymously 
Help us celebrate our Tenth Anniversary tfr 
\O~ <f:>'+- Friday, January 24th CJ..;/2 ~{<1.-t t9-~ 8:00 pm 1:00am :.<:!}:) ~ Advance tickets $2.00-worth one free drink 
Door tickets $1.00 No minors 
,, 
available in rm. 1606 1602 andthe student society office 
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Pervert Prof Penalized 
Edmonton [CUP]- A Univers-
ity of Alberta professor has 
been fined $2,000 and sus-
pended for six months with-
out pay by the university for 
sexually harrassing six of his 
students . 
" The staff member' s act-
ions constituted unwanted 
and unwarranted sexual ad-
vances toward female stu-
dents, " said Peter Meekison, 
who began investigating in 
June after six women gradu-
ate students in educational 
psychology filed complaints 
against eight ·of their profes-
sors . 
Meekinson dismissed seven 
of the complaints for lack of 
evidence and, in one case, 
conflicting testimony. 
Meekison said the profes-
sor's offences were not ser-
Ious enough to warrant dis-
missal and the penalty im-
posed was severe enough . An 
associate professor at the U of 
A suspended for six months 
would lose at least $19,000, 
he said . 
found guilty he should be 
dismissed," said Mike Nickel 
U of A Students' Union presi -
dent. "I would wager money 
he would do it again." 
But some students don' t 
think the punishment was 
Meekison refused to reveal 
the name of the professor or 
the details of his investigation 
has been because the professor can still 
severe enough. 
" If the accused 
NDP at SFU 
O.P.S. A.G.M. gets .results 
The Other Publications Soci-
ety held their annual general 
meeting on Nov. 28th. where 
they announced plans for the 
purchase of new typsetting 
equipment. 
Caroline Hardon, member-
at-large, brought up the topic 
under gener.al discussion, 
saying that the society was 
looking at typesetting systems 
ranging from $15,000 to 
$50,000 in value. 
current typesetting equip-
ment was constantly breaking 
down and that repairs were 
averaging over $1000 per se-
mester. "The system we run 
now should be in a typesett-
ing museum," said Hardon. 
She also mentioned the 
possibility of a large typesett-
ing contract with the College 
which would pay for the 
equipment in less than five 
years. 
A number of Constitutional 
amendments put for-
RUN! 
war.d including the establish-
ment of a bt~(sary in the name 
of the society totalling 
$200.00 over two semesters . 
The amendments were passed 
as a package, with unanimous 
approval. 
The Other Publication Soc-
iety is a non-profit organiza-
tion of which every Douglas 
student is a member. It pub-
lishes the Other Press news-
paper bi-monthly. 
This is to officially notify all Douglas College Students of the upcoming 
Student Society By-Elections. The elections are being held for the executive 
position of President. Also for the student representative positions in the 
following: University Transfer [1), Social Science [1), Health and Dental [2], 
Business [2], Social Service [1], and Music and Art [4] . 
Candidates must be registered students at Douglas College and enrolled 
in at least one (1) Credit Course, and have paid their fees in full . Candidates 
must be nominated by not less than five (5) members in good standing 
(registered in at least one (1) Credit Course at Douglas College) . 
Nomination papers shall contain the name and student number of the 
members nominated, along with the office for which the member is 
nominated. 
Campaigning may commence on Thursday, january 9, 1986, providing 
that the proper nomination papers have been filed and received in the main 
business office (room 2780 Royal Site) of Douglas College"Student Society. 
Campaigning must cease at midnight on Wednesday, january 22, 1986. 
Voting will be held on Thursday, January 23, 1986 ~ 
Polling hours will befrom0800- 2000 hours. . 
Nominations close at 12 noon, Friday, January 16, 1986. 
Nomination forms are available at your Student Society office and will also 
be attached to the Election notices posted on Site. Forms must be sent to the 
Student Society Business Office (room 2780) on the Royal Site . Terms of 
office commence on january 24, 1986 and expire on August 31, 1986. 
Campaign expenses are limited to a maximum of $25 .00. Please call 
522-6038 for any further ir1formation or inquire in room 2780. 
appeal the decision . 
Caroljne Nevins, student 
council vice president said the 
results of sexual harrassment 
investigations at the univers-
ity are kept secret whether an 
appeal is won or not. She said 
the student council is lobby-
ing the U of A Board of 
Governors and General Facul-
ties Council to make this 
information public. 
Other Poll 
This issue the Other Poll 
deals with the closure of the 
student activity room. The 
questions asked were Do you 
use the student activity room 1 
-and Do you think the activity 
Yes . Because a lot of 
people are using it-a lot of 
people are benefiting from it. 
Priscilla Goburdhun 
on wether or not 
its found to harbour demons 
or other creatures capable of 
spiritually debasing the stu-
dent population. 
Neil Burnett 
room should closel Of the 
seven students interviewed, 
four said they used it and 
three said they did not. Six of 
the students said that they 
did not think, the activity 
room should close. ,Here are 
their answers . ·-
Pollster: John McDonald 
Photographer: Dave Watson 
Yes. Because I think it 
encourages social interaction 
which is good for the college-
it's good for the students. 
Perry Armitage 
Yes. It gives other people 
" .. something to do when they 
haven't got classes. I mean 
there is only so much you can 
do in the library. 
Absolutely . It is the only 
place on campus where I can 
Sue Kotschara 
relax with the comfort of • 
those modern conveniences lr 
that I grew up with . 
Dan Hilborn 
Its a good place for the 
students to go if they don't 
want to sit in the cafeteria or 
the gym. There is billiards in 
there and its a great place to 
be. 
Duncan McTaggart 
.· 
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Oh, Well ... 
Polls are fun . 
Our right honourable Prime Minister won' t do a thing 
without a poll. Usually, he won't do a thing with a poll , 
either. And quite often he' ll say he' s going to do something, 
and then later change his mind . Why? Polls. 
There's power in polls . Bill Bennett said he wouldn ' t 
negotiate native land claims . but now he may, because a 
poll said most people in B.C. think he should stop being a 
jerk about it . But then , he may not . Bennett mav have his 
faults , but at least he has the guts to do what he believes 
and doesn' t consult his pollster before deciding which pant 
leg to put on first in the morning . 
That is, for better or for worse, what is called leadership. 
It is a rare thing these days, and getting rarer . 
We nearly had some here at Douglas . Michael Glavin had 
the potential of being one of the best Student Senate 
Presidents Douglas College has ever seen . At the start of 
his term, he did something that many people thought 
impossible - he won back the student' s right to hold pub 
nights on campus . In the process he also gained the respect 
of the College Administration, a nearly unheard of 
achievement for a D.C.S .S. president. 
Michael had a lot of ideas, a lot of hope for his term in 
office. Unfortunately, he found himself more and more 
frustrated, by a student senate that didn't seem to want to 
help, and by a student body that didn' t care. 
Now he's gone. We get to have another election for 
president. By the time the lucky winner gets a feel for the 
office, and long before they have a chance to accomplish 
anything, it will be spring and time for another one. 
Another .year down the tubes . 
Oh, well -Merry Christmas . 
The Other Press is a democratically run, autonomous 
student newspaper, published several times a semester 
(usually every two weeks) under the auspices of The 
Other Publications Society. Our funding comes by way of 
a direct student levy paid at registration time and 
through local and national advertising . The Other Press 
is a member of Canadian University Press and of the 
national advertising cooperative, Campus Plus . 
The Other Press 
Mailing Address : 
The Other Press 
Box 2503 Douglas College 
New Westminster, B.C. 
V3L 5B2 
When Loggers go bad ... 
Other Staff Meeting 
Tuesday, Dec 10, 3:00pm 
Deadline 
for next ish (the registration issue) 
is Monday, Dec 16, 6:00 pm 
Happy HoUdays!!! 
'.I' 
• 
Production Coordinator ...................... ... ....... ........ .. ....... . .. jeremy Bloom_ 
Copy Editor / Sports Coordinator ..... ....... .. ... .............. .. . . ...... .. Cynthia Kilt 
Entertainment Coordinator ............ .. ..... ... ................. . .... .. ... . Kirstin Shaw 
News Coordinator / Layout Staff ....................................... john McDonald 
Business Manager ........... . ....................... . .................... . ...... jean joyce 
Layout St~f/Grapbics Coordinator ........ .. .... .. ................ .. .. Doug Finnerty 
HlJman Rights Coordinator ..................... . ........ . ...................... Paul Pilon 
Office (:oordinator .... .................... ....... ............................... Suz Graham 
Features Coordinator ... ... .......... ............................................. Paul Ehni 
Photo Coordinator .......... . ... . ........ .. .................. . ................. Dave Watson 
Classifieds Coordinator ....................................... . .... . ......... Pinky Hunjan 
Recruitment Coordinator .... . . . .... ............... . ......................... Sandra Glass 
Contributors: ...... Doug Grondahl, Brian Pharez, P. Mollusc, Ch-ris Brown, 
Through the tough winter road 
conditions of the final weekend in 
November, three bike riding Douglas 
College students joined the 400 part-
icipants in the 1985 Christmas Bureau 
Toy Run. 
We started the ten mile · ride at 
.Guilford shopping centre in Surrey 
and finished at the Cloverdale Civic 
Arena. The slushy, icy streets of the 
Fraser Valley more than took their toll 
on the already windswept riders . 
~ 
Craig brought along two stuffed 
parrots, and said his hands froze 
when he had to untie them from the 
handlebars at the end of the ride. 
The trip was full of slips and slides 
by the riders. I nearly fell a couple of 
times, but I managed to pull myself 
up before going down completely. 
Peter Gill brought along a stuffed 
teddy bear, and I donated another 
stuffed parrot. 
jane Muskens, jim Kelly It was freezing out there. But I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~knewlhad~oom~~eili~ride. The 
Santa Claus also rode in the event 
on a Honda Aspencade. 
The seventh annual toy run was 
organized by the Greater Vancouver 
Motorcycle Club, and we are hoping 
more people from the campus will join 
in next year. 
I walked into my math class today, 
and there I found some union propa-
ganda dealing with the Canadian Tire 
d ispute scattered· around the room. 
The attitudes displayed in that leaflet 
typify the attitudes of most British 
Col umbians . Geez, people in this 
province seem to think the world owes 
them a living! Well , I' ve got news 
folks , nobody owes you anything . But 
hey, I don' t mind that you all th ink 
this way, because I' ll be busy cl imb-
ing the ladder of success while all my 
competition - that's you poor saps - is 
standing around looking for handouts 
and wondering why the province is 
going to hell. The guy you'll 
be blaming for 
the state of affairs in 10 
years 
kids were counting on me. 
Just the thought of their bright 
little smiles on seeing the gifts was all 
I needed to torment myself through . 
the worst motorcycle road conditions 
in my entire riding lifetime. 
The other Douglas riders were 
Craig Casavanti and Peter Gill , who 
participated in the ride for the first 
time. I rode in last year' s event. 
In total , over $8,000 cash as well as 
gifts from each rider were donated at 
the end of the one and a half hours of 
ice and wind . 
There is the possibility more bike 
rallies for Douglas College students 
could be organized this spring . 
I don' t know if I want to go on a 
rally in this type of weather, but we 
will be looking forward to riding again 
when the weather clears up. 
Interested students can contact me 
at 324-3595 . Paul Gill 
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Abortion - looking at the slogans 
Re: " abortion - Look .Past the Slo-
gi:ms", by Calvin Sandborn, Oct. 
26/ 85 editorial in the Sun . 
Recently, there has been increasing 
by Janet Pollock 
attention on the development of the 
fetus as related to abortion . We are 
moved to compassion for the fetus as 
it is aborted in a film like " The Silent 
Scream". What about compassion for 
the women carrying these fetuses? 
With the advancement of the ultra-
sound devfceS' and other medical 
technology, do women' s problems 
(and actually, men' s also) no longer 
matter? 
Sandborn in his editorial begins to 
allude to thes~ problems, and suggests 
" but social problems require social 
solutions, not the spilling of innocent 
blood ." However, he and others like 
him do not seem very concerned with 
proposing such solutions but merely 
horrifying us with abortion tech-
niques. That is precisely the problem, 
for until we prevent unwanted preg-
nancies, the need for safe, legal 
abortion will be there. 
With the advent of the birth control 
pill , many feel it is safe to assume 
that no one need become pregnant 
unless they wish to do so. However, 
even the pill is not 100 per cent 
effective. For medical reasons, some 
people cannot take the pill , and 
because of the risks involved, others 
may use a medically safer, but less 
effective method of birth control. The 
IUD can cause pelvic inflammatory 
disease, which in turn causes sterility. 
The use of spermicides over a period 
of time has been shown to be linked to 
cancer of the cervix . 
And how about the way we raise 
our sons and daughters? Nearly al-
ways the responsibility for the care of 
or the prevention of children is placed 
on the woman . In addition, we tell 
them that ' nice girls don ' t ' - and if 
they do, they certainly don ' t plan for 
it by using birth control. Pornography 
objectifies and humiliates women , and 
in sanctioning the existence of this 
~~i~~~~; a~~i~~~y.sat~usth~~pet~~d ~ , . ~ ~~ - } 
mcest are often not seen as the ":::::::::=--- · 
serious crimes that they are. -- -
No one said that abortion is plea- Two weeks ago, 1 was downtown to cate. 
sant , but it must be available. We as experience fine music. The music, " Yah , I' m a racoon , So what? I 
a society must be committed to specifically, was that of Unnatural don ' t need that forest life bullshit. 
finding safe, effective methods of 'Wonderful harmony of nature/ you 
birt h control. We must raise our people rant on . I tell you, I' ll take half 
children with the attitude that sex is by Proteus Mollusc a Big Mac over dormant wood grubs 
healthy and normal , and something any day. 
that requires responsibility, not some- And here, my god, there's women , 
thing that is dirty and is alright for Silence, who are a fine group of booze, the lights, last weeks Enquirer 
boys but not for girls . We must conservative young men that dress and stupid old ladies that say-"Oh, 
encourage our children of both sexes tastefully in fine Expo-motif sacred look kids, look at the cute racoons, 
to take responsibility for their actions pinstripes, and do a fine job of aren' t they sweet? Go on, give them 
by using birth control. What startles singing the praises of profit, exploita- my fried chicken." 
me is that many of the people who are tion, death, mayham, steak, and So what the hell? I eat, and take off 
against abortion are also against sex winnable nuclear war. to the next place. Stupid broad 
education for the young and the I tell you, they convinced everyone doesn ' t even realize that I'm what 
availability of birth control to unmar- to become an accountant, buy a house happened to her darlin' little persian . 
ried people under the age of 19. That and a vacation package, and ignore Anyways, this broad, she keeps 
is equivalent to giving a person a that commie-tainted news. We did . gettin closer an' closer to me. One 
loaded gun and not telling her or him We all gave each other hair-cuts, and day, I'm gonna eat, an' then, I'll let 
how to avoid hurting themselves ~ith learned the Secret Sacred Used Car this broad pet me. An' just when she 
it . Preventing people from protecting Salesman .handshake. touches my head-HA!-1'11 take a 
themselves will not stop them from Being as hungry as one might finger , or maybe take an eye out, or 
engaging in sex, and it will increase expect after a religious conversion of somthin'. Stupid broad." 
the number of unwanted pregnancies, such magnitude, Kaz-Argh, slayer of There we have it. The cold, high 
and therefore will increase the num- Mammoth and giant ground sloth . pressure street life that turns a 
ber of abortions . and Sue, elven were-elephant of the peaceful forest dweller into a hateful 
However, even if society were to swamp pixies and I, Proteus Mollusc; maniac. Give generously to the Ra-
take responsibility for its sexual act- evil King of the Yodelling Bipedal coons on Davie rehabilitation fund 
ions and rid • itself of a double Cephlapod tribe, set out to ... eat. this Christmas. 
standard, abortion must still be avail- Cries of "Egad! a two-legged man- Oh, yeah . Santa Claus .~~~ 
able for the victims of sexual assault. .squid" were greeted by the phrase Santa Claus is an evil wizard that 
How can anyone take a self-righteous '' Happy Hannukah in Hamster Hell, was kicked out of somebody's king-
stance and wish someone to go Sergeant! Keep your mother in a dam a long time ago for giving the 
through the a pregnancy conceived in thermos! " and a deft flick to the belly little princess a toy that neatly 
such a violent act, intended to humili- with a chocolate coated peppermint strangled every heir to the throne 
ate and degrade. Abortion should alsb razor. And then ... We ATE. except himself . Luckily, the process 
be an option for those whose amnia- We stuffed ourselves with the great was stopped before its completion . 
centesis reveals fetal abnormality. Not French Fries of the Earth Goddess, Santa Claus is nearly immortal 
all of us have the necessary capacities Hamburger Mary. This brings me to thanks to a potion he concocts out of 
to raise an abnormal child or to give my first issue, Racoons on Davie. reindeer blood, pen ink, and stamps, 
up such a child at birth . (And often , 30 years ago, a migration of Lysol- and childrens spirits . 
there is no one willing to adopt such a loving peoples began into Stanley He has tens of thousands of tele-
child) . To demand this of a person is Park. Here they have built many awe pathically linked clones who are in the 
cruel and unfeeling . inspiring architectual wonders from business of first knowing young child-
If the anti-choice people achieved sticks, cooking wine bottles, poly- ren ' s minds through a type of Vulcan 
their goal and abortion was fully ethylene sheets and mouldering mind grip, and then planting strange 
criminalized, would they work as sleeping bags . As fabulous as this desires and thoughts into their sub-
fervently toward t~e goal of prevent- indigenous culture is , it has evidently conscious . 
ing . unwanted pregnancies? I think displaced the previous inhabitants of These clones seasonally inhabit 
not. Yes, where is compassion? Ye Olde Kingdom of Stanlie, the shopping centers . Santa lives, not in a 
racoons . cozy red house, but in a shiny black 
Twas a dark and stormy night ... " Oh, look at that, " belched Kaz- Gothic cathedral which floats in a argh in an eloquent grunt. Turning to perpetual arctic storm on an energy 
see whatever morsel he was hungrily field over the Arctic Ocean . 
john Stickums 
I went home as I often do at the end 
of the day. My key opened the door 
and allowed me to gaze at the castle 
that is my home. I checked my 
answering machine. I have no friends 
who would call and I have no reason 
to use the machine since nobody ever 
calls me. But I won the machine in a 
bingo game and I feel the Gods of 
bingo would be mad if I didn ' t. I 
pressed the button and to my great 
astonishment I had a message. I felt 
very afraid . I have always tried to 
avoid contact with the outside world . 
Still someone had taken the time to 
leave me a message and I was 
obligated to listen . 
" Man of Earth," the message 
began " we were in need of a queen 
for our race and happened to be 
passing by your home and found the 
perfect one. We thank you and ask 
you to take great care 
because she now houses 
pointing at, I ~pied that terrible His elves are actually Daleks, and 
with her black masked beast of Disney-myth. Dr . Who has already lost several 
our next " Ave Aquilave," I hailed him. battles with the wizard and his 
king ." 
" Ye Gods! " I said to myself . I 
looked at my ferret Felix . I don 't 
believe it! My own pet was to be the 
queen for a new race . What an honor. 
I supplied him with a pillow from my 
own personal bed and permitted him 
an extra helping of ferret chow that 
night . 
By the end of the day I was 
exhausted, mentally, physically and 
economically. I had pampered Felix as 
best I could and now he lay asleep . I 
decided to allow myself the luxury of 
an episode of the Transformers th~t I 
had set my VHS to tape earlier that 
day. When I got to the machine I 
found the tape missing . " Zounds! " I 
exclaimed as I looked at the timer. It 
was set for nine months and counting 
down . The aliens had mated with my 
video recorder! 
The creature glanced at me, but did cronies . 
not respond . I can even now only Santa Claus is at present waiting 
assume that he was mute, left to eke for the right moment to mobilize his 
out a living in garbage cans, dog food sleeping army of mega elves . 4 .; bowls, and the flesh of Fresh Felis You could be one of them! ?, 
domesticus. Beware ye, this could be · .of; ·· 
So I consumed my potion of tele- The Final Christmas!! ?.' 
~athy, and proceeded to communi- AHAHAHAHAHAHAHA! 
Douglas Colleges Autonomous Student Newspaper 
This page of The Other Press is reserved solely for the purpose of 
correspondence and opinion. The views expressed on this page do not 
necessarily reflect those of this newspaper, or the Douglas College student 
society or administration. 
All letters and opinions must be typed at a 60 stroke line, triple spaced 
and bear the name and telephone number of the writer for reasons of 
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Now here's a good idea . 
[Vancouver Cup-]A UBC stu-
dent leader plans to pinch 
Metro Transit with a penny 
protest over bus fares . 
Duncan Stewart, Alma 
Mater Society ex.ternal affairs 
coordinator, called for stu-
dents to pay the $1 fares with 
pennies beginning in Jan-
uary. 
Stewart said a similar pro-
test worked effictively in Tor-
onto. " The subway mach ines 
blew • .,.P;· the buses broke 
down , it was absolute chaos," 
he said . " The students got a 
concession fare within 12 
hours ." 
The commission spokes-
person said introducing a stu-
dent farecard would cost 
Metro Transit $600,000 to 
$700,000 per academic year in 
lost revenues . 
Terry Hunt, Canadian 
Federation of Students Pacific 
Region chair, could not com-
ment on the commission de-
cision but said granting re-
duced student fares could 
increase the number of bus 
riders and increase revenues . 
A transit commission 
offkial said the review will be 
completed by about May. 
Peeper problems 
Burnaby, B.C. [CUP] - Simon 
Fraser University security 
can ' t seem to nab a man who 
has been peering through the 
windows of campus resid-
ences since September. 
" Twice we have gotten 
within twenty feet of him," 
said Tom Bennett, SFU' s di -
rector of security . " But he' s 
elusive and seems to know 
the area well. " 
around all the residences . 
" We' re going to catch this 
guy one way or the other, if I 
have to come at 3 o'clock in 
the morning," said Bennett. 
" We've developed a very 
efficient hit on the area." 
Witnesses agree response 
has been ' 'pretty damn snap-
py." 
• 
- ~ ' 
• ~ 
.. 
•• 
The Greater Vancouver re-
gional district transit com-
mission voted to conduct a 
review of fares to examine the 
feasibility of reductions for a 
number of groups including 
post-secondary students, the 
handicapped and Unemploy-
ment Insurance recipients . 
The incidences seem to be 
on the increase. Campus sec-
urity received complaints on 
four occasions . As a result 
they .stepped up surveillance 
Sofie Bartek, a resident 
assistant at one resident said 
"He' s got a lot of gall ." 
Res idence students watch-
ing soap operas said they 
were concerned but were tak-
ing the situation in stride. 
10% Off for D.C. Student Cardholders. 
Stewart said the commis-
sion ' s decision was the easy 
way out. "The transit com-
mission has members who do 
not want students to have 
concession farecards , and 
they're using everything they 
can to fight it. I suppose you 
could call this a compromise, 
but it' s not even that ." 
~ 
:::::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:============:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:===:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=======:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::======:=:=:::::::=:=:::~:::: CONT'ACT LENS 
{\ The O.P. incorrectly stated in the Contact Lense Tech- \\\\\ TECHNICIANS 
:f nicians Add in our Oct. 14 issue that they give Eye lt 701-625 fiFTH AVENUE 
::::: Examinations . This should have read "arranges" eye ::::: NEW. WESTMINSnR~ B.C. 
:t examinations . We apologize for any inconvenience. )l 526-4631 · 
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Goes to College! 
Under new Bring your Student r:ard along and enter our dmw for 
Cfwnershipf FREE SPRING TUITION! f f (Come in arul GBk for d£taik) 
' 
Student Oriented Prices! Teachers welcome, "too! 
( Burgers Steaks 
t'l),'(l,'l'IJ.} : CeaJ5ar Salad Hornemilde Fresh Pw;ta: 
L fe<l Calamari French Onion Soup :also 60 more dishes! ~---------------------------------------------------------~) 
Coming Soon : 
Draught Beer 
on Tap! 
Mon- Wed 11:30-10 
Thurs 11:30--11-
Fri-Sat 11:30-12 
Sun 10-10 featuring 
Sunday Brunch 10-2 
Christmas Parties 
Gatherings, etc. GBk our rotering 
manager for fktaik 
525-8533 
MelkJw's Restaumnt 226-6th St in New West-
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EXPO shacks up at U BC 
Vancouver [CUP] - New stu-
dent housing units at the 
University of British Columbia 
are ready for occupancy but 
EXPO '86 will stop most 
students from moving in for 
another year . 
Instead, the townhouses 
will be the home away from 
home for employees of the 
world trade fair international 
pavi II ions . 
UBC signed away the rights 
to the townhouses in ex-
change for a fi.n~ncial contri-
bution from EXPO '86 that 
allowed UBC to proceed with 
construction earlier than plan-
ned. 
"We wouldn't have the 
residences if it weren't for 
EXPO," said Mary Flores, 
director of student housing. 
Flores said architectural plans 
had been sitting on the shelf 
for several years because it 
was too costly to begin build-
ing . 
Housing has always been 
tight at UBC, because there 
are very few houses near the 
campus . Currently there is an 
BOO-person waiting list for 
single-person residences on-
campus. 
Duncan Stewart, UBC stu-
dent council rep said he 
thought the deal with EXPO 
'86 "is pretty damn excel-
lent." 
Jim Ban ham said EXPO ·'86 
contributed the $1 million 
downpayment on financing to 
the project, which cost over 
$10 million to complete. The · 
complex contains 187 umts tor 
780 students. 
"I imagine EXPO is hoping 
to recoup costs by telling the 
countries this space is avail-
able at this price," said 
Ban ham. 
But according to Flores 
EXPO will make some space 
available to students if there 
is any left over. 
"EXPO officials have 
agreed to let UBC rent excess 
space to senior students for 
the winter session only," said 
Flores . Students will have to 
move out for the summer 
months but will be able to 
move in again in September 
rather than November when 
the EXPO lease expires 
the townhouses become truly 
student residences. 
At Simon Fraser, officials 
are also considering Expo as a 
potential source of casual ten-
ants ... but they say student 
and university needs will be 
met first. 
At Simon Fraser, officials 
are also considering Expo as a 
potential source of casual ten-
ants ... but they say student 
and university needs will be 
met first. 
"If space is still available However unlike UBC, Simon 
after students and depart- Fraser would stop casual rent-
ments have booked, we would als mid-August to make room 
make it available to Expo for returning students. 
visitors," said Geoff Ward, 
housing manager at SFU. 
Warga me hits Brandon 
Brandon [CUPJ - Brandon 
University students will have 
an opportunity to vent their 
frustrations and win cash 
prizes - by pretending to 
assassinate their fellow stu-
dents. 
But many students are out-
raged that the game, Killing 
As An Organized Sport 
(which is popular at many 
American universities), will 
be played at Brandon. 
"This is a stupid man's 
game. It just proves men's 
aggressive behaviour," said 
Brandon student Sharron 
Powers, a member of the 
Manitoba Action Committee 
on the Status of Women . 
Brandon Students' Union 
vice president external Clark 
Marcino said some posters 
advertising the game are 
quite offensive. 
"I spotted one sign in 
Darrach Hall (the Brandon's 
men's residence) that said, 
'Does the thought of assault-
ing women turn you on?'," 
Marcino said. "It was gone 
within the hour. I was glad 
someone had the initiative to 
take it down ." 
Another poster said, "Girls 
turn the tables, give it to the 
guys for once." 
The game's chief organiser, 
Brandon student David Miller 
said the posters were pur-
posely designed to be "pro-
vocative.'' 
Miller said reaction to the 
game, in which participants 
are given a photograph and 
the phone number of their 
"target" and must "assas-
sinate" them in the presence 
of a witness, has been very 
good. He said 100 Brandon 
students have signed up to 
play, and he has received only 
two negative responses. 
"Women are usually better 
at the game than men be-
cause men are more naive 
and trusting of women," he 
said . 
Some students are concern-
ed that KAOS could be regis-
tered as an organized club 
and receive student council 
funcling. 
Ruth Pryzner Brandon, stu-
oent council president, said 
this is unlikely. 
"Even though the game is 
harmless from a physical 
point of view, the mentality of 
violence is inherent and not 
conductive to create, nonvio-
lent intellectual growth and 
resolution of conflicts," 
Pryzner said. "To get student 
funding ' it has to be in lirre 
with the ·Brandon constitut-
ion, and it isn't." 
All returning students for the Spring 86 Seiilester 
! 
I 
I 
I 
Don't Forget!!!!!! 
Get your validation during registration. 
pLEASE Bring your photO I.D.s 
No line-ups, no waiting. 
,__,_ -.. 
No new photo 
required. ,-
Happy Holidays! 
\ 
I 
I 
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by Peter Kuitenbrouwer 
National Bureau Chief 
Canadian University Press 
Canadian federal government policy 
for International Year of Youth was 
balloons, cake-cutting, posters, con-
tests and conference after conference. 
Youth of absolutely every denominat-
ion went off to endless conferences to 
talk about themselves . The federal 
government blew $24 million in tax-
payers' money and accomplished ab-
solutely nothing of lasting value. 
Youth_.are people between age 15 
and 24. Even though the UN decided 
in 1979 that this would be Youth Year, 
the term youth has only been around 
since the last recession when youth 
unemployment in Canada climbed to 
18 per cent. After that the term 
" youth" became popular with every-
one from politicians to free-lance 
magazine writers . And in its last year, 
the Trudeau government gave the 
concept credibility as a public relat-
ions tool when he appointed the first 
Minister of Youth . This did nothing 
for youths; but the recession ended 
and youths went back to fast food 
restaurant jobs. 
The rest of the world youth are 
worse off. The UN's "IYY Facts" 
says the world youth population in the 
year 2000 will be 60 per cent higher 
than in 1975. The youth population of 
the west will grow only five per cent, 
while the youth population of Africa, 
Asia and Latin America will almost 
double in the next quarter century. 
"The increase of the youth populat-
ion is likely to have adverse effects on 
economic growth and social progress, 
aggravating most of the problems 
young people are facing today such as 
unemployment, lack of education and 
training opportunities, the irrelevance 
of education to their future productive 
participation in the development of 
their society, poor health services, 
malnutrition, etc," the UN document" 
says. 
Some countries, like the Nether-
lands, decided to use Youth Year to 
point out that youth are in a bad way 
world-wide and that things aren't 
getting better. In a Nov., 1984 letter 
to the lower house of the Dutch 
parliament explaining IYY policy, 
Holland's minister for welfare, health, 
and cultural affairs writes "The work-
"there are many youth 
who do not have jobs." 
ing party has selected the following 
priorities for attention during the Year 
in the Netherlands, with which the 
government is in complete accord: 
youth unemployment, young people 
from cultural and ethnic minorities, 
the state of being a minor, youth 
culture, peace and development." A 
Dutch brochure shows all different 
youth : black, white, punks, drug 
addicts, school-kids, five year olds 
clowning around. 
In the United Kingdom, actress 
Julie Walters and pop star Paul 
Weller of the Style Council co-chaired 
The Other Press 
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the IYY committee. Activities includ-
ed establishing unemployment action 
committees and youth centres as well 
as a national anti-drug abuse cam-
paign . 
In the United States quite a bit less 
went on . Although the private or-
ganisers squeezed a speech out of 
President Ronald Reagan, activities 
were simply an IYY photo contest, a 
commemorative stamp, monthly 
newsletters and official proclamations 
from different levels of government. 
The international themes of the 
year, "Participation, development 
and peace," are vague enough that 
Conservative minister of State for 
Youth Andree Champagne could 
sprinkle an abundance of small 
grants, brochures and goodwill across 
the country will saying nothing at all 
about any of youth's problems, or 
coming up with any remedies. 
It all might have something to do 
with Champagne's past, her upbring-
ing and experiences . 
For Quebecois, Champagne is pro-
bably the most instantly recognizable 
member of Mulroney's cabinet. They 
know her as Donalda, the "tender, 
submissive, ill-married but hopelessly 
faithful heroine of Les belles histoires 
des pays en bas, an extremely popular 
daytime drama of the late 1950 and 
early 1960's," according to Benoit 
Aubin, a writer for Quebec's maga-
zine L'Actualite. In the show, 
Champagne's Donalda had a secret 
crush on a young, poor settler, but 
kept her place and stuck by her 
destiny married to the rich, cruel 
power broker Seraphin . 
"How tragic a story, what implac-
able fatality . How claustrophobic, how 
Catholic, how Quebecois," Aubin 
writes . 
And this is what youth get in 
Champagne's Ottawa. They sparkle, 
they' re pretty, they get some sym-
pathy, but ultimately their hopes, 
their aspirations, their needs are 
ignored, and they resign themselves 
to their fate. 
As an actress turned politician, 
Champagne understands symbols . 
And certain symbols she' s chosen for 
youth have dominated her policy. A 
year ago, before Youth Year ·started, 
she told the Toronto Star "But if 10 or 
15 per cent of them are in trouble, 
that means we have 85 or 90 per cent 
where it' s going well, people without 
jobs, maybe, who still manage to 
function, who go back to school. 
What's that old song" - and here she 
breaks into English - "Accentuate the 
positive." 
Luc Martin, 26, a New Democrat 
co-ordinating youth activity at the 
Canadian Labour Congress, noticed 
that Champagne's statistic of how 
many youth were in trouble steadily 
declined as International Year of 
Youth went on. 
"In the first interview (Champagne 
gave to reporters) 15-20 per cent of 
youth were disaffected, in the second 
15 per cent, in the third 1Q-15per 
cent. By the fourth interview only 10 
per cent of youth were having pro-
blems," Martin said. 
Martin, one of 24 youth Champagne 
appointed to the IVY consultative 
Committee that will have met a dozen 
times by year-end, said he didn't' 
mind that Champagne's Youth Year 
emphasises successful young Canad-
ians, including Sylvie Bernier, Alex 
Baumann, . Steve Fonyo, Wayne 
Gretzky. "I was also tired of hearing 
about unempl9yed, drugged youth," 
he said. 
"We talked about the peachy-keen 
kids," Martin said . "I don't question 
(Champagne's) sincerity. But there 
are many youth who don't have jobs. 
It's not in ignoring these youth that 
they will go away." 
"It is youth who have to 
take the situation 
into their own hands" 
The ministry received $24 million to 
accentuate the positive . Of that, $12 
million went directly to other federal 
departments: $1 .65 million to com-
munications, $1 .05 million to external 
affairs, $450,000 of that to commem-
orate the U.N.'s 40th anniversary, 
$600,000 to Justice, $700,000 to 
Indian Affairs, and $635,000 to Trans-
port Canada. Of the remaining $12 
million, just over $4 million went to 
pay salaries for 24 employees, and 
print and distribute brochures and 
posters . The secretary of state also 
put out a youth year magazine, and a 
national listing of all youth groups, 
each distributed in 7,000 copies . They 
spent $500,000 on five regional for-
ums in different parts of Canada. 
The other $7.757 million went, 
according to a list updated to Nov. 22, 
in 926 grants across the country . 
Apart from huge inequalities: 
though B.C. and Alberta have almost 
equal populations, B.C. got almost 
twice as much IYY money as Alberta, 
and Quebec and Ontario got almost 
the same amount of money, though 
Ontario has three million people - the 
list shows that money went to 
main types of projects : cultural 
ties and conferences . 
The second-largest 
went to IMAJ '85, a LJu<:::u<oL 
which according to n 
director of the IYY Secretariat, 
buted the youth magazine 
d'Ordre in schools, organised a 
bee week of youth, and 
people from a series of meetin 
put together a couple of n.r:>r-rnr·m;, 
called "Super-Booms." 
streamed out for youth 
youth theatre productions, 
newspapers. To a lesser 
money went to women's 
aboriginal groups, and those 
with disaffected Canadians: the 
vices for Marginal Youth 
Committee in Halifax got a 
$3,569. 
None of these are lasting 
"While we have this nn<>-v<>;, 
moon we (should have) put 
permanent program for youth. 
need a minister to put on 
ances?" asked Martin . · 
He suggested more long-term 
projects could have included 
counselling for marginal youth, 
either unemployed, addicted to 
or alcohol. In the 
project for people from mi 
groups included distribution of 
mation on career guidance, 
ities in training, legal position, 
"how to organize things yourself 
Champagne's indifference to 
who are not white, middle-class 
successful has been obvious. 
consulting committee had nob 
handicapped youth, and the 
majority are middle-class kids. 
the 24 are card-carrying young 
gressive Conservatives. A big 
poster for a writing contest the 
secretariat organized depicts 
youth : beautiful, 
well-groomed. Champagne 
points for her own staff, 
average age, 27, is much lower 
that of other federal ministers -
most of her staff are white 
phones. 
The 
stry is a oke!! 
Aside from ignoring disadvantaged 
youth and the situation of world 
youth, Martin thinks Champagne mis-
sed out on what could have been the 
cheapest and most important Youth 
Year project; giving youth more of a 
say in government. "Are there youth 
on the CRTC (Canadian Radio and 
Television Commission)? Martin ask-
' ed. "Are there youth on the commit-
tee that decides student loan applicat-
ions?" 
"It's youth who have to take the 
situation into their own hands," 
Martin said . "But the government 
has to make sure that they're heard. 
(Champagne) could act to get youth 
on committees - get them to partici-
pate in committees ." But Martin did 
not note and applaud Champagne's 
testimony at the CRTC on behalf of 
Young Canada Television. 
'While we have this 
one-year honeymoon we 
should have put together 
a permanent program 
for youth." 
Champagne's spunky predecessor, 
Celine Hervieux-Payette, did stomp 
around the country shouting at Cham-
ber of Commerce lunches for business 
to promote youth hiring - and without 
the weight of a UN International Year 
behind her. Champagne preferred to 
shower gifts and "consult" youth . 
And apart from posters and the 
appearance of the Youth Year logo on 
government envelopes, phone books 
etc, there was no advertising budget 
for the year . The ministry spent not 
one cent talking to Canadians about 
youth. 
Champagne's own personal behav-
ior is perhaps even more bizarre. The 
VIP Flight Manifests, available 
through Access to Information from 
the Department of National Defence, 
show she was flown 21 times on 
private Defense Department and 
transport Canada jets at public ex-
pense since her appointment as minis-
ter. This compares to 27 trips for the 
Prime Minister, and shows 
Champagne, though perhaps the most 
junior cabinet minister, flew around 
as much on chartered jets as then 
finance minister or the minister of 
employment and immigration . 
Champagne, accompanied mainly by 
her assistant Patricia Thomson and 
her press secretary Lisa Van Duesen, 
hopped planes that touched down four 
times in the Atlantic, 12 times in 
Quebec, six times in Ontario, six 
times in the prairies, and once in 
British Columbia . This article does 
not mention Champagne' s far more 
frequent commercial flights - she 
says she spends about half her time 
on the road - because those records 
are only available by written applicat-
ion through Access to Information . 
Every flight returned to Ottawa the 
same day or the next morning . 
Champagne spent $500,000 on five 
regional forums for youth, but then 
didn't stick around to hear what youth 
had to say. At four of the five 
weekend meetings, she showed up 
Friday afternoon met with her consul-
ting committee, made a tour, spoke at 
the opening banquet, and then left. 
" It's a criticism that came out of 
almost all of the forums - that she 
wasn't there," Martin said . 
What did the forum accomplish? A 
one-page Nov. 5 press release from 
the youth ministry summarizes the 
Ontario forum in Orillia on Oct. 25-27 
"Topics discussed included the arm-
aments race and Canada's role in the 
Star Wars initiative, problems of 
environmental protection and inter-
national terrorism, and issues dealing 
with health, human rights, culture 
and official bilingualism in Ontario." 
Delegates also called for a permanent 
ministry of youth and a standing 
advisory committee to help the gov-
ernment write laws that affect youth . 
Was it necessary to spend $100,000 
to find out that these are the things 
Ontario's youth are thinking about? 
Once piece of evidence on the youth 
minister's visibility is the clipping file 
on Champagne in the Library of 
Parliament. Of the stories written in 
Canadian daily newspapers on 
Champagne, 29 were in French, 10 in 
English. And the coverage is not" 
sunny: article after article complains 
of the minister's insensitivity to dis-
advantaged youth. 
We learn a bit about the minister: 
she was "always a girl of the private 
sector," she disapproved of the peace 
camp and opposes abortion. And a 
writer takes up a whole page in 
Quebec's Le Soleil complaining that 
he couldn't obtain an interview with 
the minister. 
Champagne did grant an interview 
to Canadian University Press, after a 
letter of request, constant phone calls 
and about a two-month wait. Waiting 
a half-hour in her outer office at 
Parliament's confederation building, a 
reporter perused the available maga-
zines : Pegasus, a magazine by Mobil, 
The Canadian Composer, Maclean' s, 
The Ontario Corn Producer, North-
west Exporter, Chartered General 
Accountant magazine, Executive -
"the magazine for presidents" and 
Financial Post magazine with a cover 
story on "What to look for in a 
Lawyer." 
No youth were in sight. 
Champagne, fluently bilingual, sits in 
a huge office painted a light pink. She 
explained her role. "The PM's man-
date to me is co-ordinate youth 
activities, listen to youth and report to 
government, and also outside to· 
business, and labour, about the situa-
tion of youth . Also, I must prepare 
what's after IYY. It would be terrible 
if all their (youth's) work came out 
nowhere," Champagne said . 
"I 'm very busy and I must meet the 
greatest number of youth possible," 
Champagne said. Here's what she's 
found out so far : "Youth told me they 
wanted to take part in the decision-
making process, Youth don't feel 
represented - they don't know how 
government works . __ 
"I'm gone (consulting youth) in the 
• 
Decem 9 
evenings but I'm here during the 
day," Champagne said. "This morn-
ing I was in a cabinet meeting." 
Asked if she spoke of youth, 
Champagne said "I raised certain 
points. I was a good spokesperson for 
youth at this meeting." 
"I am very busy and 
I must meet the greatest 
number of youth possible., 
She said the ministry was small - a 
staff of 35 - because "Youth don't 
need another bureaucratic machinery. 
Everything we've done this year has 
been by youth," Champagne said . 
She said her own work was to "take 
away this notion that youth are 
drugged, suicidal. Youth are working . 
They are just waiting for someone to 
open the door a little bit. 
If anyone in the government does 
open the door it will be the ministry of 
employment and immigration with 
more co-op education programs, or 
the ministry of Indian· Affairs and 
Northern Development with more say 
by youth over their region, or perhaps 
the secretary of state with more 
funding for post-secondary deucation. 
Maybe the CRTC. will do it by 
licensing Young Canada TV. Maybe 
the Prime Minister will do it by 
appomting youth to positions of 
power. 
In fact, the ministry of youth is 
right now frantically looking for ways 
to justify itself in 1986. "I don't think 
anything has been decided (about the 
future of the youth ministry) Van 
Deusen said in mid-November. 
"Obviously the question of what 
the minister's role after IYY will be is 
a concern . The minister is working on 
it now, and will be presenting her 
recommendations to cabinet before 
Christmas on what she thinks the role 
of the ministry should be." 
Champagne's philosophy during 
this year has always been present-
tense. The conferences, the concerts, 
the exchange trips to France, the 
video projects : all these are things 
that happened, and are now over. 
"Youth are not just part of the 
future," Champagne told CUP, "but 
part of the present." And Champagne 
may soon be part of the past. 
Write to 
Andree Champangne 
Minister of Youth 
with your concerns 
Parliament Buildings 
Ottawa 
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Tis the season to be jolly, Fa Ia Ia :[!. 
Ia Ia Ia Ia Ia la-Ha!Season's Greetings tJ 
by British playwright Alan Ayckbourn :fl. 
is a " lively domestic comedy taking · tf 
aim at the illusion that a Family ~ 
Christmas is always comfortable and · ·~ 
joyous." 
Sure Christmas is joyous but there :(.!. 
are also squabbles, wounded feelings tJ 
and mechanical toys which go beserk. :{!. 
Season' s Greetings is funny and tJ 
realistic . One is bound to see someone :fl. 
they know in the characters . \J 
The setting is the hallway of Neville ·s 
and Belinda Bunker. The set gives the · ·~ 
illusion of a large house with a dining 
room, living room and an off stage :{!. 
upstairs and kitchen . tJ 
Neville (Christopher Gaze) is con- :(.!. 
stantly preoccupied with mechanical tf 
gadgets, his wife Belinda (Goldie s· 
Semple) is an affection starved wo- · ·~ 
man, wife and mother. 
The Bunker' s guests are: Uncle ={!. 
Harvey (Michael Bell) a hardnosed, tJ 
obnoxious , loud, retired security :(.!. 
guard armed with guns and knives . n· 
Belinda' s sister Rachel (Judy Leigh- :[!. 
Johnson) is a jittery, jumpy, frigid tJ 
(perhaps) woman who has constant ~ 
troubles with relationships . ·· •· 
Rachel ' s guest Clive (Lorne 
Kennedy) a writer who ends up in an =f!.: 
unexpected situation; playing Father tJ 
Christmas and passionately lusting :[!. 
after Belinda under the Christmas ij: 
tree . 0, 
Eddie (William Samples) Neville' s lJ 
ex-business partner who' s a bit of a & 
jerk when it comes to being a father, · ·~ 
ana a hus band. Pattie(Corrine Koslc)) , 
Eddie' s wife a small , feisty , easily :[!. 
upset, pregnant woman with several tJ 
other unseen children . 
Bernard (Bernard Cuffling) Nevil-
le' s brother- in-law, a gentle, creative 
man who every year puts on a puppet 
show and is critized. 
~ -~ . Phy!lis, &:rnard ···-~~ Belinda ,Harvey,Clive, 
Left ~ ~Ight. Eddie, Pattie, ~ . -~~~ :·-~~ :~-~ Rachel,Neville ~ 
The show this year is the 3 little pigs 
w1th cleverly crafted 24 inch puppets 
and Phyllis (Sheila Moore) Bernard' s 
wife, a clumsy; dippy Opal Gardner 
(All my Children) type, who while 
cooking the Christmas dinner cuts her 
hand, gets a nosebleed and a black 
eye! 
Although the " small children re-
main unseen,"usually lurking just out 
of sight in muddy gum boots, the 
taller one' s are in view. Those cur-
rently going through the awkward 
age,(the 25-70 year olds) . Fighting 
over their toys, clamouring for atten-
tion , bullying, sneaking and crying 
then kissing and making up, generally 
are too over excited. 
" Season's Greeting" is full of 
laughs thanks to a mechanical gizmo 
which causes flashing Christmas tree 
lights, lo(Jd startling Christmas music 
to come on and off and a cute little 
drumming bear with perfect timing to 
begin his beat. There are some tense 
shocking moments, one of which is 
_guaranteed to give you a jumpstart. 
Season's Greetings is playing at the 
Queen Elizabeth Playhouse t i l Dec. 
28; no performance Christmas Eve or 
Christmas Day. Times : Mon .-Fri . 
8pm. and Sat. 2:30 and 8pm. Tix : $11 
with discounts for students, seniors 
and groups. Tix : Playhouse Box Office 
873-3311 or VCT 280-4444. Info: 
872-6622 . by Kirstin 
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I feel terrible - this is supposed to 
be a fun-filled section to get you going 
into the Christmas spirit of things . 
The record reviews on Depeche 
Mode and Skinny Puppy won' t be in 
' til next semester (hopefully) and ' the 
year in review' won' t be ready until 
our anniversary issue. I feel horrible -
tired, bored, etc. So don ' t expect 
much outta this please. 
The Depeche Mode record that' ll be 
reviewed soon would make a ' bril 
Christmas present for someone. It' s 
·out on WEA/ SIRE records and called 
Catching up with Depeche Mode. 
On it are a few songs from 1981 ' til 
now. Included are ' Just Can't Get 
Enough', 'Blasphemous Rumours' , 
'Master and Servant' , ' It' s Called a 
Heart' and 'Shake the Disease' . The 
last two are new 1985 releases. 
(Really? Yep!) 
Icicle Works people will be delight-
ed to hear that they've got a new LP 
out and a great single called Book of 
Reason . 
Gene Loves J ezebel have a new LP 
Immigrant out along with the single 
'Always a Flame' (also on the Vertigo 
sampler) . 
Several local independant bands 
play at the NY Theatre December 26, 
27 and 28. Included are Slow, Grapes 
of Wrath and Skinny Puppy (the most 
trendy - fashionable band around) . 
Tic' s are a reasonable $8 or $20 for a 
three day pass. (Available at Eatons, 
Woodwards , Odyssey Imports, Zulu 
Records, Revolutions and VTC out-
lets.) 
Did ya know one in four humans in 
England are vegetarians and included 
are Howard Jones, his cat, the 
Thompson Twins and the Smiths? 
Morten (guy from the Norwegian 
band A-Ha) says it's a real bore being 
good looking because it interferes 
with the band' s music (people con-
centrate on him not the music) and 
people keep telling you how dead 
you are---- Oh, isn' t that terrible?!? 
--- Wish I had his problem! 
Special ' ta' (English for thanx) for 
Dave Watson ' s photo of SP. Bye, and 
Oh Yeah, have a ' bril Christmas and 
New Years Day. 
P.S. See you at the SP concert . 
by Richard 
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People don't like to think. It's much 
easier to let someone else think for 
you. It's safer too. 
So it's refreshing to run up aga"in 
a play that makes you think. Tamah-
nous Theatre's production of Sally 
Clark' s transformation of Franz 
Kafka's The Trial is a play that makes 
you think .(There! I'll be that sentence 
made you think too!) 
Is it a good production? The 
Vancouver Sun's Lloyd Dykk didn't 
think so. Uoyd Dykk thinks it was 
lacking in dread . He also thinks it was 
silly of Sally to make the lead 
character into a woman when Kafka 
didn't deal with "women's expen-
ence" at all. 
I think Dykk should have thought 
about it some more (I also think the 
guy has too many letters in his name-
he looks like a typo). 
Kafka's Orwellian play, which 
predates Orwell, follows a faceless 
bureaucrat who is suddenly thrust 
into a legalistic twilight zone, a 
nightmare world in which he is 
arrested, tried and executed without 
ever being told what he is charged 
with. Ms. Clark's twist is to transform 
the stodgy, faceless bourgeois banker 
Joseph K. into 1985's moral equiv-
alent, the stuck-up yuppie banker 
Judith K. While Kafka's original 
version would still be very relevant in 
his native Czechoslavakia, Clark 
throws her play none to gently beside 
False Creek. 
In the process, Clark scuttles the 
dread which permeates Kafka, but so 
what? The Canadian Legal System is 
characterized much more by a sense 
of bumbling, slow-moving stupidity, 
kind of like being run over by a fifteen 
ton snail (oops - make that a fifteen 
metric - ton snail) . I myself know 
several people who have found them-
selves enmeshed in the legal system 
in situations, if not as fatal as Judith 
K's, then equally as infuriating and 
unjust. 
The other main theme in Kafka is 
the feeling of helplessness in the face 
of anonymous, impersonal, and totally 
overwhelming forces, and this is very 
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much in evidence in Clark's version . 
And that, Mr. Dykk is the central 
tragedy of the "women's experience" 
of impersonal oppression in the form 
of lower salaries for women profes-
sionals, sneering at "women's jobs", 
"women's roles" and "women's 
values", of the int~llectual rape of "a 
women's place is in the home' or the 
physical rape of "she wants it; she's 
asking for it; she doesn't really mean 
no" . Judith K. is doubly helpless, 
doubly powerless, doubly the victim, 
because she is a woman . 
She is not a very likeable woman . 
She is a materialistic, frigid, grasper, 
who only cares about people when 
they are of use to her, doesn't make 
"idle chit - chat", and as a result has 
no friends and never knows what is 
really going on around her. She was 
married, once-her husband, who was 
gay, left her; everyone knew but her. 
Under the circumstances it is more 
than understandable that everyone 
knows about her case but her. 
She is a self important, snobbish fool. 
By her manner and her obliviousness, 
she blows any chance she has. 
Just as in Kafka, our sympathy for 
the protagonist is tempered by our 
dislike of him/her, and we can't help 
but feel, in spite of the horror of the 
situation, that they got what they 
deserved. 
The Trial inspires a very strange 
mix of emotions . It is very disturbing. 
It makes you think. And I like that. 
by Jeremy Bloom 
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This man is not in Cheap Trick. He's BIM 
(rock, blues, and country) and wa.S at the 
Vancouver East Cultural Centre Dec 4- 7. 
Too bad we missed him! Sorry Penny! 
ATOMIC SAGE PAGE ., 3 
LIVE &28. Chris Nelson jazz quartet Dec29. Clownband - Jan 3 & 4. Gettin' off Easy jan . 17-19. Hour 
. TRE 8:30pm.-2am. Entertainment 10pm-
'I'HEA 1am. Info. 689-0667 except Mondays 
Welcome to the Planet-Arts Club 
Theatre (Granville Island), until jan. 
11/86 Mon .-Fri. 8:30pm, Sat. 6:30 & 
9:30pm. Tix: Arts Club Theatre Box 
Office 687-1644; VTC/ CBO 280-4444 
(Woodwards & Eatons) 
It's Snowing on Saltspring-Arts Club 
Theatre (Seymour St.), until jan. 
11/86 Mon.-Fri. 8:30pm, Sat. 6:30 & 
9:30pm. Tix: Arts Club Theatre Box 
Office 687-1644; VTC/ CBO (Eatons & 
Woodwards) 280- 4444 
Hamlet - Firehall Theatre. Jan . 10 -
25 
Beaux Gestes '86 Festival-Interna-
tional festival & Symposium of Mime, 
Clown, Movement theatre. June 8-22/ 
86 Watch for it!! 
MUSIC 
The Payolas-Club Soda (1055 Homer) 
Dec. 9-14. Info. 681 -8202 
The Classical joint(231 Carrall St.) 
jim . Chivers Dec13&14. Tesserct -
Dec. 15 . Jazz Session with Norm 
Shackell - Dec 17. Penny Burke Jazz 
Vocalist - Dec 20 & 21 . Phil Dwyer's 
Jazz Quartet. 
Dec.22. Glenna Powrie quartet-Dec.27 
Bach Choir-Messiah. Dec. 15. Orph-
eum Tix: Vancouver Ticket Centre: 
Charge ~ 280-4444. lnfo:921-8012. 
love and Rockets with family Plot & 
Napalm Beach- Dec 12. Commodore 
Ballroom. Tix: VTC/ CBO Outlets. 
Second Annual Independent Music 
Festivai-Dec26-28 -New York Theatre. 
Dec.26-Skinny Puppy & Nepenthe. 
·Dec 27 - Grapes of Wrath, Brilliant 
Orange & Slow Dec.28-Poisoned, 
Rhythm Mission & Herald Nix. 
Moev-Dec.31 . Luv-A-Fair. Tix : VTC/ 
CBO 
& FILM » 
The Fallacies Of Hope-The Romantic 
movement - Beethoven, Byron, Geri-
cault, Turner, Delacroix . , Dec 10, 
Noon , Free. Burnaby Art Gallery 
(6344 Gilpin St., Burnaby) Info: 
291-9441 
Heroic Materialism-The Modern 
World . Dec 17, Noon , Free Burnaby 
Art Gallery (6344 Gilpin St., Burn-
aby) lnfo:291-9441 
Cinema Sixteen-S .U.B.* U.B.C. 
Jan .8 Falsche Bewegung [Wrong 
movement], a film about alienation as 
a man leaves home and wanders 
around Germany, eventually meeting 
up with a young mute girl 
[Nattassja Kinski], and an old man . 
jan. 15-Satan's Brew-a devilish mix-
ture of absurdity, vulgarity, reckless-
ness, perversion, & perversity .. . The 
hero, Walter Kranz, is a so-called 
" revolutionary" poet who has not 
written a line for two years . Kranz 
will-and does-do anything either 
t9 get money or to write again . 
(German with subtitles) 
jan.22-Die Angst DesTormanns Bien 
Elfneter[The Goalies Anxiety at the 
Penalty Kick]-based on a novel by 
Peter Handke. A tale of existential 
alienation, set in a familiar, therefore 
more terrifying, world-a person " un-
able to find in other people' s 
lives a meaningful connection with his 
environment. Tix : membership $.50, 
Admission $2 .00. 
~:!.wo.~:!.w. . -
GALLERIES 
-~~ 
Surrey Art Gallery-Martin Honisch 
Paintings Nov. 29-Jan .S (13750-88th 
Ave. Surrey) Info. 5%-7461 
Burnaby Art Gallery-"Christmas 
Greetings from Walter J. Phillips" & 
"Humago to Black & White" Dec. 
5-Jan .6 (6344 Gilpin St. Burnaby) 
Hours : Weekdays 10-Spm, Weekends 
Public Holidays 12-Spm. lnfo:291-9441 
The Charles H. Scott Gallery (1399 
Johnston St. Granville Island-Emily 
Carr College of Art & Design)Ken 
Straiton - Nov. 15 - Dec. 15. Hours : 
Weekends & Weekdays, 12-Spm. ex-
cept Wed .' 9am- 1pm & 4- 9om . Info 
687-2345 local 253. 
Surrey Arts Centre (13750-88th Ave. 
Surrey.) Terri-lyn~e Dance Academy-
The Nutcracker - Dec. 14 & 15, 7:30 
pm . Info: 5%~1515 or 596-7461 . 
O'I'HER 
Craft Market-Dec. 13,14,&15 Burnaby 
Arts Centre (6450 Gilpin St. at 
Canada Way)Free Info: 298-7322 Fri . 
3-9pm. Sat. & Sun ., 11am-5pm. 
Vancouver Wine Festival-April 4,5&6 
Hyatt Regency . lnfo:872-6622 
Christmas Carolling down the fraser 
River- Dec.7 to Dec.14 - 7pm . Adult 
cruise December 7,13&14-9:30pm Tix : 
Hyatt Office(204-6th St. New West) 
8:30am-4:30pm weekdays or at Wood-
wards ticket counter (6th Ave . & 6th 
St . NewWest)Tix . prices:$9 adults , $7 
seniors & children . Two special week-
end afternoon cruises, children pay. 
only $5 . Special cruise for the handi-
capped Dec.12, 2:30pm., Tix $7. Pour 
hour cruise-Dec.15, 2:30pm. Tix $15. 
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Although his scientific 
colleagues viewed the 
new technique as quite 
primitive, profE!ssor 
Dribley seemed to be 
gradually gaining the 
the lab rats . 
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Looking up 
D.C. Men' s Volleyball is looking up. 
Last Saturday, the Royals played in a 
tournament in Malaspina against 
by Cynthia Kilt 
Cariboo College, the Royal Road$ and 
Malaspina winning against all of 
them.., ·-
The Royals easily won against 
Cariboo 15-2 and 15-6. D.C. played 
the Royal Roads, with outstanding 
performances by centre blocker Blake 
Bevan and setter Paul Funk, they 
won 15-8 and 15-6. 
Beating Malaspina 15-4, 15-8; the 
Royals currently have 6 wins and no 
losses.Showing everyone why they 
have first place in the Totem Confer-
ence. 
The D.C. Royals women' s volley-
ball team is having their share of 
troubles . Due to an accident, the 
night before the Royals were planning 
to go to Kamloops, the team had to 
forfeit two of their games in the tourn-
ment. 
But the team perservered, and with 
Coach Lauretta in 6th spot,D.C. won 
their match against V .C.C. 15-8, 9-15, 
15-11 and their game against the 
Cariboo Chiefs 15-9, 17-15. 
Unfortunaltely, their coach was in-
eligible as a player, making those two 
wins void . But with three hours sleep, 
the team were excellent competitors, 
showing that they might soon be the 
team in beat. 
~·~·~·~·~·~·~·r$..· Celebrate . * i' : 
NEW YEAR'S EVE 
AT 
MR. MUNCHIE'S 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
from our 
FANTASTIC BUFFET 
lincludes large selection of appetizers & entrees I 
Sparkling Bubbly 
at Midnight 
Party Favors 
surprizes Every Hour 
Tickets only 
560. per couple. 
Available at 
Mr. Munchies. 
64·8th Street. 
or call 
• our Private Dining 
Room accommodates 
up to 130 people 
• special group rates 
for 20 or more 
• It's nimbostrous! 
Graohic/The I.ink 
DC sports news . 
Intramural Soccer's regular season 
had finished with the top 4 teams in 
the first division being: Liverpool F.C. 
with 20 pts, Casuals Last Stand and 
Thunder Ducks- both with 15 pts and 
Kahlua Klub with 13 points. 
The second division's teams in the 
playoff are Hajduk Split and Queens 
Avenue Gang each with 1~ Qts. 
Kamikazee Kickers with 15 _pts and 
Team 16 with 14 points. 
With a four-point lead over the sec-
ond place teams, Liverpool F.C. is 
favoured to win . But anything can 
happen with the winners from Dec-
embers 5th's games advancing to the 
Semi-finals which take place in the 
gym on December 12th between 12-1 
pm, Finals take place after the semi-
finals from 1-2 pm. Prizes will be 
awarded to the top four teams. 
BASKETBALL 
Anyone who has never seen fight-
ing in a basketball game, last Friday's 
game between the D.C. Royal's mens 
basketball team and the Vancouver 
Pol ice was the one to see. 
The Royals led the first half 38-36 
and increased their lead to a 6-point 
margin by the end of the game, win-
ning against the Vancouver Police by 
the score of 84 to 78. 
The game was not without a few in-
stances of fighting . But with the 
game's leading scorers: AI Church 
(21) with 16 points, Randy Stevens 
(11( with 14 pts and Brent Henderson 
(23) with 13 pts; the Royals defeated 
the Vancouver Police, who earlier this 
season won the Royal Classic T ourna-
ment over the Royals. 
THE AFFORDABLE~ESORT 
Cross Country and Downhill 
Fun for the whole family. 
Packages include lodge 
accommodation, trail or 
lift passes, equipment 
rental and sleigh ride. 
*Prices are per person, 
·based on double occupancy. 
Call for starting dates. 
Miles of cross country and downhill 
skiing PLUS hearty food, crackling 
fireplaces, and apres-ski 
for the whole family. 
Regular rates from $39/couple 
(family rates available). 
For reservations: 
Manning Park Resort 
Manning Park, B.C. 
VOX lRO 
(604) 840-8822 
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Position: Child Care Supervisor Position: Commissioned Salesperson ~(pE 
Location: Either Coquitlam or Port Location: Burnaby [,.9 
Moody Salary: Commission ./ 
Qualifications: Must have completed Hours: part-time, flexible . 
either the ECE program or equivalent Qualifications: Initiative. Ideal for 
Hours: Split shift (7-9 a .m. and 3-6 someone involved in the pub industry, 
p.m.) however, not essential. Large market 
Salary: $5 - $6/ hour potential , you command your own 
Start: Mid-December price and set your own hours . 
Contact: Student Placement (Room Contact: Student Placement (Room 
2710) for a referral #280. 2710) for a referral #278 
Position: Marketing Person for Co-
quitlam restaurant 
Location: Coquitlam 
Qualificatioi)S: .Marketing or Business 
Administration background. A car 
may be required . 
Hours: .. Flexible- 10 hours a week 
Salary: $5/ hour 
Term of appointment: indefinite 
Contact: Student Placement (Room 
2710) for a referral #276. 
Position: Relief Support Worker 
Location: Various areas : Burnaby, 
Surrey and North Vancouver 
Hours: Evenings and weekends 
Salary: Negotiable 
Contact: Student Placement (Room 
2710) for a referral #277. 
Position: Financial institution is look-
ing for Marketing Agent (sales posi-
tion) 
Qualifications: Graduating business 
students in their last semester 
This company screens prospective 
employees carefully . Interested ap-
plicants should be aware there is a 
" pre-contract" period requiring about 
60 hours of testing and work for which 
they will not be paid. 
Salary: $25 ,000 first year 
Contact: The Student Placement Of-
fice (Room 2710) for more inform-
ation . 
Announcements 
INTERESTED IN EARNING SOME 
EXTRA MONEY THIS SEMESTER? 
Why not offer your services 
as a tutor? 
Please leave the following information 
with the Student Placement Office 
(Room 2710) : 
Name 
Telephone number 
Speciality 
Hours available 
Salary required 
MEDITATION COULD BE 
THE ANSWER 
Fight or flight - these are the two 
ways that most of us deal with 
conflict. Avoid the problem if possible 
or get ready to dig in your heels and 
fight for what you want. Unfortun-
ately, neither way seems to be very 
satisfactory in the long run . Whether 
you ' re faced with a neighbourhood 
noise problem, family dispute or a 
problem on the job, why not try to 
find a better way to resolve differ-
ences? Phone the Westcoast Medit-
ation Centre for free assistance at 
228-9771 , local 243 . The Westcoast 
Meditation Centre is sponsored by 
Canada Works and the Ministry oif 
· the Attorney General . 
• Ids DAILY FOOD MENU ~ ... " "HOME COOKED MEAlS" 
'"'s B HOTDISHES 
1. FRISCO DISCO SUPER SPECIAL COMBO .. . .... .... ... ..•.... $3.15 
2. GIANT CHEESEBURGER & FRIES . . . ..... . .. ... ... ... ....... ... . 2.95 
3. JUMBO HAMBURGER & FRIES . . . .. ....... ... ... ... ....... . . .. 2.85 
4. TENDER BARON OF BEEF & FRIES .. ... . .. .. ... .. . . .. ..... . . . . . 3.75 
5. ULTRA LARGE CLUB HOUSE & FRIES .. . .. ... . . ... ... ..... . . .. .. 3.85 
6. ENGLISH STYLE FISH & CHIPS . . ... .. .. .. .. .. . ...... . .. . . . ..•. . 2.90 
7. STEAK SANDWICH, TOAST & FRIES . ... . .. ...... .. .. . . . . .. ... . .. 4.65 
8. HOT CORNED BEEF ON RYE & FRIES .... ... .... .... .. ....... .. 3.15 
9. B.C. PRAWNS & CHIPS .... .. ...... ... ....... . .... .. ........ .. 4.15 
10. GIANT MUSHROOM BURGER & FRIES . .. .. ..... .. ..... .... .... 2.95 
11 . JUMBO BACON BURGER & FRIES . ...... .. .. . .... . . .. . . ... .. .. 2.95 
12. LARGE HOT DOG . .... .. ........ . .... . . . .. .. .•..... ... .... .. 1.35 
13. FRENCH FRIES (Add Dime For Gravy) . ... . .. .. ....... ... .... .. . 90 
14. ONION RINGS .. . ..... .. ... . ........ . .. .. ...... ... ... . .... . .. 90 
TRY OUR 
SPECIAL HOME MADE PVROGIES 
TRY OUR DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIAL 
ASK YOUR WAITRESS 
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Food & Beverage Emporium 
,, PY APPY HOUR" 
JOIN US FOR HAP &AYfER 1opm nAIL Y 
. 3-5ptn 
McGrews features Gourmet Grewbers, fresh pasta, 
Grewmongous Sandwiches, crisp salads, hand cut 
steaks, and while it lasts, the best prime rib in town! 
~~~~~~18~~-~--~· jl~--{_~lell __ ). __~~ ~.~~~~ 
I Te.1 r.AIM.t~ if!Prtitli -.n-. 
3.95 
4.25 
~ ~.-wlaii ... /IM~Sf!J'k ~ 3.95 ~ 5.25 1 ~A'~ 1Jt!tr:M([JM'f-f11fjut~-· 14tdg'Jef1""fi'e 3.95 
~pta JII(IIMi.!f/,c a.ldll...v!tz-/,M:L 3.25 I ~ 
' 3 75 "/btt.fr$ frru- ~a! ttt'IU;- ' 4.25 A/II' Car !P ~ 181t<.tu..J& ~ ~ . ' 
Z;lcti41..1 willl ~~~~. t1 ~ 2.95 "'~~ Cl.id:b.~ ~ilt-!Nl~ 2.95 
~ sf.v:ie9Juf~ 3.75 ~'D~~ ~~~! 4.25 
Get away to Dangerous Dan's latest 
hide-out, where the only rule is FUN! 
I~ 
